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INTRODUCTION
We, at Boulder Hot Springs, are continuously in the process of taking care of and
continuing to restore this historic building and Montana treasure. As a part of this process, we
have started to plan an exterior restoration project to repair the current damages and restore the
exterior to its historic glory. We have applied for the Montana Historical Preservation Grant to
help us finance this big project. In order to be able to secure this state funding, we are now
completing an environmental review process to ensure that we have considered all potential
effects of this project (on humans and our environment) and that the public is in agreement with
our proposed activities.
We are holding the public review meeting of our project on May 28, 2020. This meeting
will be held to include the public in our process and to give everyone a chance to be informed
and pose any questions or make any comments on our plans.
While the purpose of this public review is to go over our plans in relation to the exterior
siding project, we also want to give you a brief introduction to our broader vision for Boulder
Hot Springs. As we have done since the current owners bought Boulder Hot Springs, we will
continue to focus on preserving and respecting the historical, cultural, and communal value that
Boulder Hot Springs has. Our focus is therefore always on respecting the land and the building,
and being of service to the community.
With this guiding vision, we have been exploring ideas and options for future projects at
Boulder Hot Springs. Some potential ideas that we are exploring are, 1) reorganizing our water
system and use of the hot springs in order to become less wasteful of our resources, 2) building a
new outdoor swimming pool, 3) building outdoor hot pools, 4) creating greenhouses and
growing spaces to grow food for ourselves and possibly the wider community, 5) becoming more
energy efficient and using other energy sources, 6) creating some alternative sleeping options on
the hill, and 7) using landscaping to enhance our guests’ experiences by creating an improved
and more cohesive aesthetic.
The exterior restoration project also falls in line with our guiding vision as it will create a
more energy efficient building and an improved and more cohesive aesthetic in addition to the
repair of the current damage and improvement of the structural integrity of the building.
The remainder of this document will specifically address our planned exterior siding
restoration project. We will describe the issues of our current exterior siding and detail the
restoration solution we propose in order to repair the damages as well as avoid future problems.
We will also explain how our activities would or would not affect the surrounding environment
of the building. If you have any comments or question in regards to this project and our
environmental review, please contact bhs@boulderhotsprings.com or +1 (406) 461-3618.
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ISSUE TO BE ADDRESSED
The exterior of the Boulder Hot Springs structure has been experiencing deterioration of
its cement-based siding (stucco), sub structure (wood framing) and metal lath. The metal lath and
fasteners (which hold the stucco to the wall) have rotted to such an extent that large areas of
these materials are separating from the wall, resulting in large cracks, disintegrating and falling
stucco. These structural issues have been present for decades (both before and after the present
owners purchased the building in 1989) and to this point, only a short-term solution of patching
the stucco has been utilized. This has resulted in the building not having a uniform exterior finish
(because it is impossible to create a color match) and the underlying deterioration has never been
addressed. Please refer to the pictures below to see the extent of the damage and the inadequacy
of the patchwork solution due to the very clear and unattractive inconsistencies in the finish.

Figure 1: Large cracks in stucco siding and patchy finish.

Figure 2: Stucco siding disintegrating from and falling off wall structure.
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Figure 3: Visible patchy finish on entire exterior of building.

Figure 4: West Wall of building. Patchy and damaged siding.

We have considered continuing the patching process as a temporary solution for the
emergent issues at hand. As we have evaluated the structural dilemmas, in consultation with Pete
Brown from the State Historic Preservation Office, we have learned that patching the stucco does
not address the underlying problems regarding the deterioration. Furthermore, the inconsistent
patchwork finish is not how we would like to welcome guests from across the world. Hence, we
came to the conclusion that a more substantial and long-term solution is needed.
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The underlying issues are:

1. The combined gutter and roof overhang have
deteriorated and do not function properly,
resulting in water penetrating both the face of
the stucco and behind the structure as well.
The penetration affects the wood framing and
the connectors that fasten the stucco to the
wall, which results in obvious structural
problems as well as poor aesthetic.
Figure 5: Damaged gutter & roof overhang.

2. The stud frame walls are not insulated and the

water barrier between the wall and stucco is
inconsistent. The lack of insulation has resulted
in moisture build up from condensation
affecting both the wood framing and the metal
fasteners holding the stucco to the wall. Again,
this results in a loss of structural integrity and
creates a potential danger with falling material
and a very unattractive aesthetics.
Figure 6: Damaged wood framing underneath
stucco finish.

3. Over the years the grading has been raised around

the building for various reasons. The grading has
resulted in negative drainage, directing water toward
the building and affecting both the stucco and the
wood frame structure underneath the stucco. In
addition, the soil has been pushed up against the
building in areas where the structure is made of
wood and does not have adequate moisture
protection.
Figure 7: Raised grading directing water
drainage toward building.

This inadequate moisture protection has resulted in constant maintenance and no resolution.
Although the building does not need a major structural renovation immediately, this will
certainly not be the case for long. The building’s dilapidated gutters, roof overhang, patchwork
repairs and deteriorating stucco all threaten the security and aesthetic of our beloved Boulder Hot
Springs. There is a clear need for a wholesale replacement as patching is unacceptable, both
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structurally (because the metal lath is giving away and wood framing has been jeopardized) and
aesthetically.

PROPOSED SOLUTION
We propose to restore the entire exterior of the building. This restoration would include
replacing the entire outside siding with new stucco (to ensure aesthetic consistency and stability
of the entire building exterior), restoring the wood framing (where needed), rebuilding gutter and
roof overhang, installing insulation and moisture protection, and grading the landscape around
the building for positive drainage. This would address all the underlying issues in order to avoid
future deterioration. The proposed solution therefore will not only repair and replace the current
damage of the exterior, it will also ensure long-term stability and a uniform and historic aesthetic
for the building exterior.

PROJECT ACTIVITIES
1. Preparing for construction
a. Preliminary site clean-up and grading
b. Preparing for scaffolding and organizing of job site
i. Including adequate safety measures
c. Mitigation strategies for the disruption in normal business
i. Safe access to outside pool
ii. Minimize disturbance of guest by the construction, working out strategies
to minimize noise in close proximity to guest rooms and public areas
d. Stucco evaluation & creation stucco mock-ups
i. Matching the stucco finish for historical authenticity, preserving historic
properties and cultural value of the building
e. Construct scaffold and other necessary structures for access and safety of site
2. Tear down current stucco siding and remove from building site
a. Preparation for stucco replacement: structural reparations, insulation and moisture
protection.
b. We will test for hazardous materials before beginning any construction work, if
the test results are positive, we will have the materials removed through the
appropriate channels.
3. Inspect and restore sub framing, making replacements when necessary
a. Restore structural integrity and ensure more long-term stability
4. Evaluate gutter system and roof overhang integrity and restore them for function and
aesthetic
a. This will be critical for protecting the walls from any moisture coming from the
roof by directing it elsewhere.
5. Install insulation and moisture protection
a. Fill wall cavities with insulation, install new sheeting where needed, and create
water barrier
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b. Insulate exterior wall and protect it from moisture build up and restoration
c. Installation of these materials will work to stop condensation on the interior of the
wall and the damage resulting from it
6. Applying new stucco
a. Return stucco to a consistent, sound aesthetic and function
b. This will improve the visual quality of our building
7. Remove scaffolding
8. Final grading and clean up
a. Regrade perimeter adjacent to building, clean up and landscaping
b. Grading will reestablish a positive grade away from the building
c. Where necessary we will restore landscaping
d. Positive drainage is necessary to protect wall structure and façade
e. This will be beneficial to environment by reestablishing proper runoff
management, slowing erosion, improving surface water quality, supporting
surrounding wildlife & vegetation, and creating better storm water surface
drainage

PROJECT BUDGET

TOTAL PROJECT
BUDGET

SOURCE:
MHPG

SOURCE:
PVLP1

~$500,000

~$125,000-215,000

TOTAL

~$625,000 – 715,000

TIMELINE OF PROJECT
Summer 2021: Project Preparation (architectural plans)
Fall 2021: Construction bidding and contractor selection
Spring 2022: Construction Preparation (Permits)
Summer 2022: Construction
Fall 2022: Finish construction, landscaping and clean-up
Winter 2022: Project Completion

1

The Peace Valley Limited Partnership (owners of Boulder Hot Springs) committed to match 25% of any state
funding we receive. Some of our budget is based on estimations so the total comes out to be a possible range and not
a specific number. We requested that the low end of the range be covered by the MHPEG and our 25% match. If the
pricing will go above the minimum price indicated by us, PVLP commits to cover the additional costs.
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SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL & COMMUNITY EFFECTS
We believe that the project that we are proposing to do here will have no significant
effect on the surrounding environment. We are only replacing and restoring existing structures of
the building. This project should not have any effect on the population we can serve as a facility.
What little effect this project might have on the environment (largely due to the landscape
grading we are planning to do to minimize future water damage to the building and surrounding
environment), will be positive, and we will mitigate any potential safety risk of the construction
itself by implementing appropriate structures and plans.
The following list describes the (positive) effects that we believe will result from this
exterior restoration project:
1. The stucco replacement will help preserve the historical and cultural value as it will
maintain the grandeur and long-term stability of this historic treasure.
2. The landscaping and grading will have beneficial effects on the environment as it will:
a. Reestablish proper runoff management.
b. Slow erosion.
c. Improve the surface water quality.
d. Support surrounding wildlife & vegetation.
e. Create better storm water drainage.
3. The project will contribute to long-term building safety as it will reestablish structural
integrity.
4. The replacement of the stucco will improve the visual quality of the building.
5. Any potentially hazardous materials will be removed from the building, resulting in
better air quality after project completion.
6. The restoration supports the goals and objectives of the Boulder City and Jefferson
County Growth Policies.
Besides the above listed effects, we will need to watch out for certain risks during the
actual construction period and minimize their effects. These are the following: 1) disturbance
of our guests or disruption of normal business, 2) safety of guests and contractors, 3) proper
removal of hazardous materials (if there is any), and 4) water runoff and erosion damage
during the project. For the first two issues, we will implement adequate mitigation strategies
(such as scaffolding, signage, and more) to ensure safety of the job site and safe access to the
outdoor pool. We will also organize the construction work in a manner that will minimize
disturbance of guests in hotel rooms. In regards to the third point, we will test the building
prior to the start of construction for hazardous materials and if the test is positive we will hire
a professional team to ensure proper removal. And for the last point, we will work to manage
water runoff during the project to minimize damage due to erosion in the surrounding area.
As we believe this project has very little effect on the environment in general and
virtually no adverse effects as long as we properly implement the above mentioned
mitigation efforts, we believe that this project qualifies for a categorical exemption of a
MEPA review under ARM 8.2.328(2). This would exempt us from completing any other
environmental review steps, such as an Environmental Assessment or an Environmental Impact
Statement and will allow us to start the construction when the time comes.
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